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 In October of 1888, the Towsey family went to Melbourne to see the Great Exhibition, 

which was centred around a temporary exhibition building, built in the Exhibition Gardens on 

Exhibition Street, all of which are still there. Whilst there, Arthur played on the organ in the 

Exhibition Building. 

 During my childhood 

in Melbourne, there was a 

widely held belief, that due to 

certain design shortcomings 

on what was supposed to be a 

temporary building, if you were 

to play the lowest notes on the 

organ, the dome atop the 

building would collapse. 

 Sounds plausible to 

me, but it must be wrong 

because, let’s face it; over the 

past 130 years, someone, 

sometime would have been 

tempted to try it. 

 The family moved 

back down to Dunedin at the 

end of 1888. 

It is amusing to see 

the report of the meeting of 

the Parishioners in 

Christchurch, after Arthur’s departure, where they have appointed two men to take of Arthur’s duties, at a considerable 

saving to the parish.  

One cannot help sensing that there had been ongoing murmurs of discontent at how much it had been costing to 

employ the services of the esteemed Mister Towsey. In this regard we cannot but admire Arthur for ensuring that he did 

not sink into the financial doldrums that afflicted so many professional musicians at that time. 

There may have been several reasons for the move back to Dunedin, including that his old position as organist 

and choirmaster at St.Paul’s Church was coming vacant and, on February 9
th
, 1889, Arthur was unanimously elected to 

this post at a Vestry meeting, from a long list of candidates. 
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It could have been also, that knowing that the position of musical director of the forthcoming New Zealand 

Exhibition would soon be debated, that he had better be close to the centre of things so as to enhance his chances of 

receiving the commission. 

 It might be that Arthur was just a bit too expensive for the limited resources of Christchurch, but there 

does not seem to have been any animosity attached to Arthur’s departure and if there was any controversy, it was indeed 

kept a lot quieter than that which was then stirred by his appointment as Exhibition Musical Director 

All of this though, would have to wait until after Arthur had taken the first of the summer season excursions to the 

Sounds of the south west coast. 

Having enjoyed himself the previous year, being paid to go along again, as musical director, as his brother 

Edward had done previously, would have been too good an opportunity to miss. 
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 It did not take long for the ruffled feathers of the musical fraternity to smooth down again as everyone focussed 

on preparing for the Exhibition. 

 The original of the choir collage, below, is at the Public Records office in Dunedin. It is worth remembering that 

somebody sat there gluing each of these individual photos onto this shield, with Arthur John Towsey in the centre. It 

seems though, that the children who were involved in the choir were not included.  
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 The Frederic 

Maccabe referred to in 

the 'Case of Mistaken 

Identity', was an English 

ventriloquist and 

impersonator who was 

popular all over the world 

for several decades from 

the 1860s. He was 

considered at the time to 

be the world’s best 

ventriloquist, mainly 

throwing his voice whilst 

performing social and 

political satirical 

sketches. 

    We are 

reminded by the size of 

the exhibition orchestra, 

that even an exhibition 

that aspired to showcase 

the grand achievements 

of the Antipodean 

colonies, could not 

escape the restrictions 

imposed by a lack of 

suitably talented 

musicians,  

In 1890 it was still an ongoing struggle to reach anything like the cultural standards that would be expected back 

“Home”. 
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 One newspaper critic also pointed out, that although the quality of the music was as good as might be expected, 

it was a pity that the pieces chosen for performance often tended to lean too far towards the popular; “at many a fine 

French or German restaurant you can dine to the same sort of thing. Better than this is wanted and most assuredly will 

have to be provided, if the Exhibition Orchestra is to continue to draw”. 

 A newspaper report from February 1890, in the middle of the exhibition, states that; “Mr.Barth, organist at 

Dunedin Exhibition, has resigned owing to a dispute with the musical director, Mr.Towsey. It seems that Mr.Towsey 

assisted with the accompaniment to a song, The Lost Chord, sung recently at a concert by Miss Knight, and Mr.Barth 

resented this interference with his duties. The attempt made by the musical committee to bring things to an amicable 

issue was unsuccessful”. 

 One week later; “At the close of the afternoon orchestral concert yesterday, Mr. Arthur Towsey was presented 

with a substantial souvenir in the shape of an elegant clock, which has been selected for that purpose from the stall of 

one of the exhibitors in the foreign courts. This chaste timepiece – presented as it was spontaneously by the ladies and 

gentlemen whom Mr.Towsey has so successfully conducted through the various and intricate oratorios and concerts that 

have been given during the currency of the exhibition – is a graceful compliment paid to his untiring energy and courtesy 

in his onerous task. Mr.Towsey was quite taken by surprise and could hardly find words to express his thanks for the 

handsome present”. 

 By the end of the Exhibition, there were inevitable comparisons drawn between the quality of the Dunedin 

orchestra with that at the Melbourne Exhibition. The critic at The Otago Times noted that the Dunedin orchestra never 

reached the standards of that in Melbourne, but that; “in particular instances it has been very fine and on one or two 

occasions, splendid. The training and conducting powers of Mr.Towsey, a musician almost great, as we estimate 

musicians, have been in every way triumphant”. 

 During a speech at the end of the Exhibition, the president of the Exhibition Commissioners stated that; “It is 

particularly gratifying to know that we have a conductor under whom the choir have acquitted themselves so excellently 

well as Mr.Towsey, to whom we owe a debt of gratitude for his services as conductor and choirmaster; as also to the 

orchestra, who, like him, have, I may say, far outshone our 

expectations. Mr. Towsey’s reputation which was already 

high before he undertook this work, will, I venture to think, 

be even infinitely greater than it was before he undertook 

the conductorship of the Exhibition choir and orchestra – 

(applause). To Mr.Barth we are also indebted for his 

honorary service as organist during the short time that he 

acted in that capacity (applause)...” 

 By the way, the animosity between Mr.Towsey and 

Mr.Barth seems to have blown over, as they performed a 

duet together in a concert a year later. 
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 After the Exhibition had finished, there was a closing ball on 1
st
 May, 1890. The report of the ball again 

alludes to discords that had lingered throughout the exhibition. Perhaps it was to be expected, that in a comparatively 

small place like Dunedin in 1890, that the chance to play a role in such a showcase of the colony’s talents and 

achievements, would inevitably see many egos grating against each other. 
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